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The discovery potential of the ATLAS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
also includes the Higgs boson. Several channels important for the discovery or exclusion of the
Standard Model (SM) and the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model Higgs boson(s) are
reviewed. Measurements of the properties of a Higgs-like particle are also briefly discussed.
1. Introduction
The ATLAS experiment [1] at the LHC
is designed for precise measurements and
fundamental discoveries in proton-proton
collisions at the center-of-mass energy up
to 14 TeV [2]. One of the key issues is
to understand the mechanism by which
particles acquire their mass. This feature
may be explained by the concept of the
electro-weak symmetry breaking via Higgs
mechanism, which results in the existence
of the not-yet-discovered particle in the
SM, called Higgs boson. There are several
theoretical frameworks extending the SM,
for example the minimal supersymmetric
(MSSM) extension predicts the existence
of five Higgs bosons.
Searches for the SM Higgs boson were
performed in previous experiments at
LEP and they continue at Tevatron. Di-
rect searches at LEP resulted in the lower
mass limit mH > 114.4 GeV [3], recently
published Tevatron results exclude the
mass region 160 < mH < 170 GeV at
95% CL [4]. Precision electro-weak mea-
surements at LEP predict the upper mass
limit of 157 GeV (186 GeV if the lower ex-
perimental bound is also considered in the
fits) [5]. Experimental limits also exist for
the MSSM Higgs bosons, see e.g. Ref. [6].
This paper reviews several channels for
the discovery or exclusion of the SM Higgs
boson, the searches within the MSSM are
also briefly mentioned. Last part is de-
voted to measurements of the properties of
a Higgs-like particle if it has been discov-
ered. These measurements would finally
confirm the nature of such new particle.
All studies presented here were per-
formed assuming the LHC center-of-mass
energy
√
s = 14 TeV [6] and no pile-up.
When pile-up is considered, it corresponds
to the luminosity L = 1033 cm−2s−1. Nev-
ertheless, the LHC running scenario starts
with only
√
s = 7 TeV, probably not ex-
ceeding 10 TeV in 2009/2010.
2. SM Higgs Boson Searches
Since the Higgs boson mass is not pre-
dicted by theory, the ATLAS searches
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must cover a broad Higgs mass range from
the LEP limit up to about 1 TeV.1
In the pp collisions at LHC, the Higgs
boson can be born in several processes.
The dominant contribution comes from
the gluon fusion (GF), followed by the vec-
tor boson fusion (VBF) that however ex-
hibits a unique signature of two forward
jets with no central colour activity result-
ing in the so-called rapidity gap. Other
mechanisms like the production associated
with W, Z or tt¯ pair show much lower
cross-section as displayed in Fig. 1.
The Higgs decay modes suitable for
searches have to account for the strong
mass-dependence of the Higgs branching
ratios (BR), see Fig. 1. For the low mass
range (mH ≤ 130 ÷ 150 GeV) the con-
sidered channels are H → bb¯, H → γγ,
H → ττ , whereas for the higher masses
the decay modes to vector boson pairs (W,
Z) will be exploited.
The important decay modes are re-
viewed in the following Sections. The
complete list as well as details of the indi-
vidual analyses can be found in Ref. [6].
2.1. H→ γ + γ
Two isolated photons provide a clean
event signature, but the cross-section is
extremely small (see Fig. 1) since the de-
cay proceeds via W and t-loop. Two issues
deserve special attention:
• At least one photon converts in
about 60% cases before entering the
calorimeter (see Fig. 2). Efficient re-
covery requires the detailed knowl-
1The perturbative unitarity considerations lead
to mH . 1 TeV.
edge of the material upstream of the
EM calorimeter.
• Huge irreducible and reducible back-
ground (γ+jet or di-jet events,
where photons come from leading π0
decays) can be suppressed by requir-
ing 1 or 2 additional high-pT jets
in the event, since the gluon radi-
ation patterns in GF and VBF pro-
cesses significantly differ from those
in background events.
2.2. H→ τ + τ
This decay mode represents the second
highest BR for low mH. Since τ -leptons
further decay either to leptons or hadrons,
there are at least 2 neutrinos in the final
state. The invariant mass is reconstructed
using the collinear approximation, where
it is assumed that neutrinos are emitted
in the direction of original τ -leptons that
are strongly boosted.
Dominant background comes from
Z(ττ)+jets, W(ℓν)+jets and tt¯+jets. The
reasonable event selection can only be per-
formed by exploiting the VBF signature.
Further selection criteria involve missing
transverse energy EmissT , central jet veto
and b-jet veto in the forward direction.2
The Higgs search in this channel re-
quires detailed understanding of the whole
detector, in particular the EmissT measure-
ment. Data driven method for estimating
the Z(ττ)+jets background have been de-
veloped. Shape is obtained from MC by
substituting real data µ with MC τ , the
absolute normalisation will be obtained
2The latter cut suppresses the t¯t+jets back-
ground.










































Figure 1. The SM Higgs boson production cross-section for the most important mecha-
nisms (left) and the Higgs branching ratios for the decay modes considered for the Higgs
boson search in ATLAS experiment (right) as a function of mH [6].
from the Z → ττ peak measurement.
The latter process will also be used for
τ -trigger commissioning and cross-section
measurements.
So far the results are available only for
the ℓℓ-mode (both τ ’s decay only to lep-
tons) and the ℓh-mode (one τ decays to
hadrons). The hh-mode is still under in-
vestigations [6].
2.3. H→ Z + Z(∗) → 4ℓ
Studies of this so-called gold-plated
channel exploit a very clean signature of
4 charged leptons (electrons or muons) in
the final state. The event selection cri-
teria are based on two pairs of opposite
charged leptons of the same flavour, suffi-
ciently isolated from other activities in the
inner detector and calorimeters. In addi-
tion, at least one pair must satisfy the mZ
invariant mass constraint (on-shell Z) and
a cut is imposed on the impact parame-
ter significance to further suppress the re-
ducible background from Zbb¯ and tt¯ (lep-
tons from heavy quark decays come from
displaced vertices). The irreducible back-
ground comes from the ZZ continuum.
An example of the reconstructed invari-
ant mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.
The above mentioned cuts efficiently re-
move the reducible background over the
full Higgs mass range studied. The pile-
up and cavern background lower the total
efficiency by about 10% [6].
2.4. H→W+W(∗) → 2ℓ+ 2ν
The Higgs decay to a pair of W-bosons
is the most powerful channel for searching
the SM Higgs boson over the wide range
of its mass (see Section 2.5). Since there
are two neutrinos in the final state, the
invariant mass reconstruction cannot be
performed3 and the transverse mass mT is
3The collinear approximation cannot be applied
as W bosons are not highly boosted because their
mass is of the same order as mH.
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Figure 2. Left: the invariant mass peak from the H→ γγ signal with displayed contribu-
tion from converted photons. Right: the expected signal on top of background for H+2
jets (luminosity 10 fb−1, mH = 120 GeV). This channel provides better signal/background
ratio (S/B) than H+1 jet and H+no jet channels, while the significance S/
√
B remains
approximately the same [6].
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Figure 3. The reconstructed invariant
mass m4ℓ of four leptons in the decay
H → ZZ(∗) → 4ℓ (mH = 130 GeV) su-
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Events are selected by requiring two
isolated high-pT leptons and E
miss
T >
30 GeV; central jet veto and b-jet veto are
applied to remove the main background
from W+jet and tt¯. The angular corre-
lation between the two charged leptons
is also used to further suppress the irre-
ducible background from QCD WW pro-
duction as shown in Fig. 4.
The searches are performed in two sta-
tistically independent event sets: H+0 jet
(GF) and H+2 jets (VBF). The analysis is
finalised for eνµν final state only, studies
of eνeν and µνµν are still ongoing.
2.5. Combined discovery and exclu-
sion
The SM Higgs boson discovery and ex-
clusion limits are combined from four in-
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 L dt=10 fb∫
Figure 4. Left: the opening angle ∆φℓℓ between the two charged leptons for signal and
WW background. Right: the transverse mass distribution for signal and background in
the H + 0 jet channel [6].
vestigated channels (Sections 2.1 – 2.4) us-
ing frequentist statistical methods, the
systematic uncertainties are incorporated
with the profile likelihood ratio [6]. The
results are shown in Fig. 5.
With 10 fb−1 of acquired data, ATLAS
is expected to discover the Higgs boson
in the mass range 125 < mH . 450 GeV.
This range should still broaden once fur-
ther developments in H → γγ and addi-
tional final states (associated production
modes for low mH and other decay modes
in H → WW and H → ZZ for high mH)
will be added. The discovery significance
is calculated at a fixed mH. However,
when testing a large range of Higgs mass
values, the probability of fluctuation lead-
ing to an apparent signal for some mass in-
creases (so-called “look-elsewhere effect”).
These corrections that effectively slightly
lower the significance are not considered
here yet, although they were already stud-
ied for some individual channels [6]. Of
course the Higgs boson discovery must be
confirmed by measurements of its proper-
ties, see Section 4.
The Higgs boson exclusion is possible
already with 2 fb−1 in the range 115 <
mH < 460 GeV. Like that, ATLAS can ba-
sically close the gap set by the LEP limit
and latest Tevatron results (see Section 1)
and extend the explored region further to
higher mH.
3. MSSM Higgs boson(s) searches
The MSSM predicts the existence of 3
neutral (CP-even h/H, CP-odd A) and
two charged (H±) Higgs bosons. Several
MSSM scenarios have been explored, nev-
ertheless only the mh-max
4 results are re-
ported here. At the tree-level, the Higgs
sector is essentially described in terms of
4The lightest Higgs boson mass is constraint at
the tree-level mh < mZ. Loop corrections, sen-
sitive in particular to the mixing in stop sector,
can enhance the mass up to mh ≈ 135 GeV.
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Figure 5. The expected discovery significance (left) and exclusion limits (right) for the
SM Higgs boson. Displayed are contribution from individual decay modes as well as the
combined results after 10 fb−1 (discovery) or 2 fb−1 (exclusion) data are acquired [6].
two parameters tan β (ratio of the vacuum
expectation values of the two Higgs dou-
blets) and mA.
Searches for h/H/A were investigated
in the decay modes to ττ , µµ and in the
SUSY cascades [6]. The strategies in the
ττ channel are very similar to that of SM
Higgs (see Section 2.2), except that in-
stead of two forward jets (VBF) at least
1 b-tagged jet is required in this final state
(associated b-quark production).
The µµ channel is significantly sup-
pressed with respect to ττ mode due to
different fermion masses, on the other
hand it provides a clean signature and al-
lows for the full mH reconstruction. Two
independent samples with 0 b-jet and ≥
1 b-jet have been considered, the com-
bined discovery contour is shown in Fig. 6
for two different integrated luminosities.
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Figure 6. The 5σ discovery contour for
the h/H/A→ µµ channel in the tanβ,mA
parametric plane [6].
The sensitivity is comparable to that of
h/H/A→ ττ → 2ℓ+ 4ν channel.
The searches for charged Higgs bosons
include the following final states: τν, tb
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(mH± > mt) and cs (mH± < mt), the lat-
ter still being studied [6].
4. Higgs boson properties
Once a Higgs-like particle is discovered
and its mass is measured, the focus turns
on its fundamental properties like spin,
CP, and couplings. Provided only one
Higgs-like particle is observed, the above
mentioned properties also disentangle be-
tween SM and MSSM Higgs bosons.
4.1. Spin and CP
The spin of the Higgs-like boson can be
determined in various discovery channels.
The observation of the decay H→ γγ im-
mediately rules out S(H) = 1, the spin
zero is assumed in the selection criteria of
the H→WW searches (Section 2.4).
The spin and CP could be simultane-
ously determined in the gold-plated chan-
nel described in Section 2.3). Provided
mH > 2mZ, the distributions of the angle
ϕ between the two Z0 decay planes and
the polar angle θ of the emitted leptons
in the Z0 rest frame are sensitive to the
Z0-polarisation:
F (ϕ) = 1 + α cosϕ+ β cos 2ϕ (2)
G(θ) = T (1 + cos2 θ) + L sin θ (3)
Here T, L stand for transverse and longi-
tudinal Z-boson polarisation respectively
and α, β are free parameters. The ex-
pected results with 100 fb−1 of accumu-
lated data are shown in Fig. 7. The ra-
tio R ≡ (L − T )/(L + T ) provides good
separation for mH > 230 GeV, the use of
α, β parameters improves the sensitivity
for mH ≈ 200 GeV. The discrimination
power can still be enhanced by measuring
sign (cos θ) [7].
If the Higgs boson mass is below the ZZ
threshold, the spin can still be determined
from the invariant mass distribution of the
two leptons from the off-shell Z in the de-
cay H → ZZ∗ → 4ℓ as demonstrated in
Ref. [8].
4.2. Couplings
The direct measurement of the Higgs
boson couplings is not feasible since some
decay modes are either not detectable (like
decays to light fermions) or very difficult
to observe.5 Measurements of the rates
σ × BR of individual channels is foreseen
instead, nevertheless the relative uncer-
tainties range between 10% and 100%
depending on the channel [10] even with
30 fb−1 of accumulated data.
Combining all observable Higgs pro-
duction and decay modes, the widths
ΓZ,Γγ,Γτ ,Γb are evaluated relative to
ΓW that is determined most precisely.
The absolute couplings can then be fit-
ted with few more theoretical assump-
tions—e.g. fixing Γb/Γτ to its SM value
since it is very poorly measured or re-
quiring ΓW,Z ≤ ΓSMW,Z —and including a
free parameter Γinvisible for undetectable
decays [11].
5An example is H → bb¯, originally supposed to
be measured in the associated production channel
t¯tH. It turns out to be very difficult now, how-
ever new analyses show that measurements are
feasible in the HW and HZ associated production
modes where both bosons are produced at high
transverse momenta [9].
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Figure 7. The ATLAS sensitivity to spin and CP of a Higgs-like particle in the H →
ZZ → 4ℓ channel with 100 fb−1 of acquired data [7]. The ratio R as a function of mH
(left) and parameters α, β (right) for various Higgs boson’s spin and CP combinations.
4.3. SM vs MSSM Higgs boson
In the whole MSSM Higgs sector pa-
rameter space at least one Higgs boson
should be discovered. Observation of more
than one Higgs boson allows to distin-
guish between the SM and MSSM directly.
However, there is large area of intermedi-
ate tan β where only the light Higgs bo-
son (h) can be discovered. The discrim-
ination between SM and MSSM can be
performed using the ratio R of the BR
measured in the VBF production mode:
R ≡ BR(h→ ττ)/BR(h→WW).
The sensitivity to distinguish between
the two mentioned models is shown in
Fig. 8 in terms of ∆ ≡ (R(MSSM) −
R(SM))/σ(R), where σ(R) denotes the ex-
pected error on the measured ratio R [12].
5. Conclusions
The ATLAS potential to discover the
SM and/or MSSM Higgs boson(s) has
Figure 8. The ATLAS discrimination
power between SM and MSSM Higgs bo-
son in the mh-max scenario after collect-
ing 300 fb−1. Only the statistical uncer-
tainties are considered, mh is assumed to
be known with high precision [12].
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been explored in several channels. For an
integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1, the SM
Higgs boson 5σ discovery is expected for
143 < mH < 179 GeV while the absence
of the signal leads to its exclusion in the
range 115 < mH < 460 GeV at 95% CL.
The presented studies concentrate on the
lower Higgs mass region, future develop-
ments and inclusion of other channels will
lead to greater sensitivity.
The discovery of the Higgs boson and its
mass determination must be confirmed by
determining its properties. Spin and CP
measurements were investigated in several
channels. The measurement of the Higgs
couplings requires large integrated lumi-
nosity and can also eventually distinguish
between the SM and MSSM nature of the
observed Higgs boson.
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